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From the
editor’’’ ’s Desk

YOUR

INSPIRATIONAL

VITAMIN

Repeat and play this mantra to
yourself: “I have no desire to be
ordinary or average. I am in this life
to win, to prosper and to thrive! I
WILL become the ULTIMATE version
of myself because I have made the
decision to do so. My business will
prosper and will position me to create
impact, create a legacy, and create
generational wealth because that is
where I set my intentions. Because
my mind is made up, no one and
nothing can stop me.”

Cheryl M. Wood
The Fearless ACTION Coach
Speaker/Author/Mompreneur
www.cherylwoodempowers.com
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Attire: Poncho by Larry “Poncho” Brown / Jewelry: Elena Design Studio / Photo: Natural Pictures Studio

While preparing to write my Editor’s Note, I was contemplating
of a popular African proverb, which states: “If you want to go fast
- go alone! If you want to go far - go together!” It is obvious that
individually-initiated effort may stumble on its way ahead, unless
guided by clear vision based on collectivism and team work.
A strong team spirit and unity breeds love. And love, in turn,
bolsters effort toward peace.
We affirm with utmost pride that our effort all along has been
the paramount importance of underlining the vitality of love
and togetherness amongst us, with special emphasis on peoples
of African ancestry. As we celebrate the 5th anniversary of the
founding of Chase the Dream Culture, Arts & Beauty in 2015,
we are confident that all of our collaborators will continue their
support and be part of the anniversary celebration. We are truly
thankful to all of you, who stood by us in the last five years and
hope that this ongoing journey of cooperation shall continue.
It is with great pleasure that I introduce you with a new contributor
to our Writers’ Corner, Dr. Renee Bovelle, who will share her
expertise in the realm of health and beauty. In this Winter Holiday
edition, we bring you information and feature articles from the
World of Art, Fashion, Entertainment, Beauty and Health.
On behalf of all my colleagues and collaborators, I extend warm
wishes for 2015 to be a Year to witness the spirit of Togetherness,
Blossoming Love and Peace all over the world. HAPPY NEW
YEAR!
Helina Teferra Mekonnen
Editor-in-Chief

FAHARI ART
An all-Inclusive Artist and Visionary!
Once you enter his studio, you will be captivated
by the beauty and unique concept of the artist’s
countless works totally and forget about leaving.
That is probably why I stayed over four hours, even
though I originally planned to interview the artist for
just a couple of hours. Artist Larry “Poncho” Brown
is our guest today. He is a native of Baltimore, the
city he still resides. Baltimore’s Wicomico Street
is where the Artist’s studio is located; the place we
met the artist and spent hours, admiring the beauty
of art and chatting.
Our conversation started off discussing the Artist’s
attachment to the city of Baltimore. “I love
Baltimore”, Larry said. “I was raised in every area
of the city and have a good understanding on how
it works. Baltimore taught me hustle; it taught
me persistence. Over the years, I have watched
it change and develop. And, it fills my heart with
pride, whenever I think that I was the first person,
who made signs when the Baltimore Inner Harbor
opened in 1979.”
Larry is a second-generation artist, whose father
was a self-taught teen-age artist. “At a young age,
I often watched my father get frustrated about how
far he could go with his career and where he was”,
Larry recalls. “Ultimately, he gave up his dream
of being an artist, decided to go into printing and
started working for the Afro Newspaper here in
Baltimore, in order to make a living and take care
of his family.” Despite his father’s frustration, art
was Larry’s best friend as a child. The fact that
children in the 60s didn’t have TVs in their room
was one of the reasons Larry chose art as a form
of entertainment. The only boy among two sisters,
Larry spent his time either drawing or playing
outside. He went to the same vocational high school
his father attended and learned basic composition
and sign writing. He painted his first sign at the age
of 14; followed by painting on buildings, murals,
trucks, taxi cabs, buses in the following years. His
father taught him how to print logos at home. At a

Partial view of Larry’s Studio (Courtesy: Larry’s collection)

very young age, Larry learned entrepreneurship and
salesmanship, but most of all - craftsmanship.
A graduate of the Maryland Institute College of
Art, Larry has spent the past 36 years doing art full
time. Success, for him is being able to keep his
momentum go forward; to continue his passion and
share it with people. That combination is what he
believes helps him stay fulfilled. I did observe that
fulfillment during my conversation with the artist.
What else could be more fulfilling than doing what
we love and loving what we do? But this doesn’t
mean that Larry’s journey toward success was void
of challenges. He did go through twists and turns in
his personal and professional life. While discussing
the past, I asked him about the development of
Art in Baltimore. “The Art have always suffered
in Baltimore”, he replied. “Even though the city
is home to the Maryland Institute College of Art,
one of the top art institutes in the world, it is not
until the last 15 years that the art scene has began
to develop.”
As mentioned earlier, the type and style of Larry’s art
- from paintings to drawings and figurines displayed
on the wall, floor and desk of his studio, one can
easily notice the versatility of the artist. After having
browsed through most of his creations, I posed a
question: “Which category of artists do you fall
in?” With a broad smile on his face, he answered: “I
Fahar i /
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Larry’s painting entitled “Transcendence” (Courtesy: Larry’s collection)

am an Artist! I don’t categorize myself as anything,
but an artist and a painter. But since it is human
nature to categorize, I am a figurative artist, who
does more than one style. I do pencil, oil, acrylic,
sculpture - pretty much a little bit of everything. I
can do realism and I can do very stylized works.”
The Artist’s unique style combines past and
present art stylization to create a sense of realism,
mysticism and beauty, which give his art a universal
appeal. He uses a variety of mediums and style to
express his interests in Afrocentric themes, Ancient
Egyptology and more. Among his works displayed
in his studio, a piece, that depicted a female human
face in different shades of skin tones color was the
very first piece that caught my attention. Larry said
that this piece reminds him of the 1960’s and 70’s,
the period when being a dark-skin person wasn’t
that popular. “This work is entitled ‘Black is Black’.
I was dating a very light skin African-American
woman. And we would often debate about who was
suffering the most. In her eyes, she was suffering,
because nobody recognized who she was. In my
eyes, I thought it was me, because when you are
4/
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black, you are considered you are not smart enough
and light skin was always looked as better.
 this piece evolved from those conversations. In
So,
fact, I was the first artist to really deal with issues
related to skin color and also the first to ever publish
an open edition piece on that subject. The biggest
compliment I got on this creation was from the late
artist Carl Owens (1929-2002), who told me that
I motivated him to do several pieces on the same
subject.
Larry’s contribution in terms of creating pieces to
assist non-profit organizations is quite significant.
He was given his first illustration job for an
institution back in 1987. “I was commissioned by
Morgan State University to do a poster for a benefit
they were sponsoring. Soon after that very poster
I did for Morgan State, West Salem University
awarded me another commission. I, then, convinced
myself to go to the institutions and ask them if
they need my services. My indoctrination as a sign
painter made things easy for me. I began doing
posters for community-based and cultural events. I
was using art as a method to create dialogue about

things that were
happening in the
black community. I
named this project
“Raising The Arts”
and have done
over 70 images for
African-American
cultural events all
over the U.S, such
as Black History
Month, the D.C
Artist Larry Brown;
Jazz Festival etc.
(Courtesy: Helen Baskerville)
This has enabled
me to carve a particular niche for myself getting
to be known in that circle to create images for
organizations.
Larry is an all-inclusive artist, who engages himself
in several projects. The reason “Poncho” is added to
his name is due to realization of his dream to start
designing a line of ponchos featuring his art – an
idea that propelled him to embark on the prospect of
creating his very first clothing line. He has a vivid
memory of his friends’ reaction the day he told them
about his desire to start a poncho line. “It was in
the mid 1990s. Four of my fellow artists and I were
sitting in a New York city restaurant, discussing
about how the economic changes were affecting
the art. Suddenly, the conversation switched to
discussing projects we want to do. “I want to do
a line of ponchos labeled as Poncho’s Art, I told
everyone. All of them laughed at my idea. A few
years later, I found a company in South Carolina that
could weave my work on a poncho, decided to go
ahead and get prototypes done. The poncho project
became an excellent marketing tool for me to further

my art and to touch a little bit with fashion. Now the
same artists, who laughed at me think I am a genius.
Larry’s ponchos, featuring his renowned signature,
“Poncho” are created with a celebration of culture
and diversity in mind. Poncho Art wear is a unisex
fashion accessory that can be worn as a poncho, a
wrap, a skirt, a dress, a head wrap or a throw.
Africa was among the topics we discussed with
Larry. “My first trip to Africa was simply amazing”,
he told me, explaining his feeling during his first trip
to the Motherland. “That trip gave me a chance to
reference so many things that have genetically come
into my head. Art is very genetic. A lot of the art that
we are creating is interwoven in our genes. You don’t
even know where it is coming from – it just comes
out on your canvas”, he went on. He then showed me
the piece he created right after he visited the place
called the ‘Door of No Return’. He titled this very
piece ‘Return to the Door of No Return’. Larry
further noted: “To get a reconnection from where one
is coming from is a powerful thing”. Talking about
reconnection, I seized the opportunity to ask Larry
for his opinion about Chase the Dream’s initiative
to serve as a venue for peoples of African decent to
be cognizant of their common heritage. His reply:
“In the past many years, I have traveled throughout
the Caribbean, Africa, Brazil and places where
peoples of African ancestry reside. And, it is always
interesting to observe a commonality between all of
us. So, I believe Chase the Dream Culture, Arts &
Beauty is recognizing that commonality between all
those groups, unify, celebrate and learn from each
other’s culture and history. Any chance we get to
exchange cultural information to find that unifying
thread, I think that is what humanity is all about.”

Some of Larry’s art on ponchos; (Courtesy: Larry’s collection)
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As Larry affirmed, all of us should focus on
strengthening that “unifying thread” and cement
the renewal of African Heritage. Because “Unity
is Strength”! We conclude our article by thanking
Larry ‘Poncho’ Brown for the interesting discussion
we had and wish him the best in the years to come.

Larry’s Art entitled Earth Mother

Larry’s Piece entitled Black is Black

Larry Poncho Brown in his studio

Larry’s Art named Sisters Journey

Larry’s Art - “Pain of Passage”
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Larry’s Piece entitled The Blackness

Larry’s Piece The Forgotten Journey
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FAHARI
POETRY & QUOTATION

I Closed My Shutters Fast Last Night
I closed my shutters fast last night,

“Knowledge without wisdom is like water in the
sand”
African proverb

Reluctantly and slow,
So pleading was the purple sky;
With all the lights hung low.
I left my lagging heart outside
within the dark alone,

“Do your little bit of good where you are. It is
those little bits that overwhelm the world.”
Desmond Tutu (1931- present)
South African social right activist and retired
Anglican Bishop

My heart is singing through the gloom
A wordless, anguished tone.
Upon my sleepless couch I lay
Until the tranquil morn

“If there is character, ugliness becomes beauty. If
there is none, beauty becomes ugliness.”
African proverb

Came through the silver silences
To bring my heart forlorn.
Restoring it with calm caress
Unto its sheltered bower,

“I can accept failure. Everyone fails at something.
But I cannot accept not trying.”
Michael Jordan (1963-present)
African-American former basketball player

while whispering, “Await, await
. . . your golden, perfect hour.”
Georgia Douglas Johnson (1880-1966)
African-American Poet and playwright

“If you wish to move mountains tomorrow, you
must start by lifting stones today.”
African proverb

Fahar i /
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FAHARI FASHION
An Early Calling Strengthened
Through Practice!
A perfect body form and appearance makes any
attire attractive. This is where the ideal merger
of Fashion and Modeling come into play. The
importance of modeling was felt with the emergence
of the first fashion designers. History has it that in
the year 1853, a British designer, named Charles
Frederick Worth asked his wife to model his clothes.
This move heralded what a great way modeling is to
show the beauty of a design.
As the fashion industry started to develop, the
demand for models, who help to shape ideals,
culture and fashion grew larger. Furthermore,
through the development of fashion photography,
models started appearing on magazine covers
and advertisements. Advertising designer apparel
through fashion shows required models whose
height, weight and general appearance is pleasing
to the audience. While the fashion industry took
off and started to become a powerful force in the
economy, the need of modeling agencies was felt.
An American businessman, Jerry Ford started the
very first modeling agency in 1946. Later on, other
businessmen followed Ford’s footsteps and the
number of modeling agencies started to grow. These
modeling agencies primarily aimed at matching
models with agents, based on their respective
individual skill set. They also focused on handling
models’ professional affairs. Modeling agencies
are involved in all areas of a model’s career, such
as training, booking, billing and most importantly,
negotiation on behalf of the models prior to
signing of a contract. Modeling agencies give great
emphasis to their clients’ careers, because it is when
the models make money that they make money
through commissions. Over the years, the type of
services offered by modeling agencies expanded, as
more and more modeling agencies started to sprout
in various parts of the world, including the “fashion
meccas” such as London, Paris and New York.

Only a few decades back, modeling was not a
preferred profession. But the expansion of the
fashion industry and the concomitant increase in
the number of professional designers, the need for
models grew exponentially. With the increasing
demand for modeling, a significant number of
models, subsequently came to the fore in different
parts of our globe. Apart from beauty and good
posture, the modeling profession demands IQ, selfconfidence and strong personality. It is within the job
description of modeling agencies to offer training
and professional code of conduct for those, who
meet the requirement. The agencies also provide
models with consultancy and advisory services.
The service of modeling agencies is divided into top
modeling and boutique modeling. ‘Top modeling’
agencies, usually located in larger fashion cities, are
large-scale agencies, while ‘boutique agencies’ are
smaller in scale and provide more personal attention
to their clients (models). In order to succeed in
the fashion industry, it is important to be part
of a modeling agency. Based on a model’s look,
physique, weight and height, modeling agencies
prepare models for different types of modeling,
which includes high fashion, glamor, petite, plussize, catalog modeling, promotional, child and teen
modeling, as well as body parts’ modeling (hands,
neck, lips only). One of the tasks of a modeling
agency is pairing a model with an agent, who
matches their individual skill set. Agencies also
put models in contact with photographers, public

Nickeeliah Freeman, Founder/CEO - In His Image Modeling
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relations executives, marketing professionals
and more. Some agents also focus on a subset of
the industry, runway or print. Agencies are also
involved in fashion campaigns and negotiation of
contracts. This takes the burden off of models, thus
enabling them to focus on their modeling career.
For these and other reasons, modeling is unthinkable
without modeling agencies, the reason why this
edition’s fashion column deals with the important
role modeling agencies play in the fashion industry.
We also have invited a guest to discuss topics
related to the significance of modeling agencies.
Her love for fashion and modeling began ever since
she was able to wear her own clothes. Our guest
is Nickeeliah Freeman (Nikki), Owner of ‘In His
Image Modeling Agency’. Nickeeliah was born in
Jamaica and grew up there until she relocated to the
United States at the age of 14 and started residing
New York City, the ‘fashion capital’ of the United
States. The years she lived in New York was the
time Nickeeliah realized that her calling was her
first love; Fashion. She was covered in several
campaign shoots and fashion shows. Nickeeliah
moved to Maryland and was accepted by Coppin
State University in 2000. Soon after she graduated
with a B.S in Business and Accounting, Nickeeliah
evolved into an entrepreneur, combined her business
acumen with her love for fashion and started In His
Image Modeling Agency in 2009.
Nickeeliah’s belief that each individual is beautiful
in God’s Eye and “In His Image” was the reason
she chose the name ‘In His Image Modeling” for
her agency. Headquartered in Rockville, MD, In
His Image Modeling Agency was founded with
a goal of changing lives through fashion. “In His
Image,” Nickeeliah says, “we can express our true
beauty through fashion.” Nickeeliah works with
models, photographers and designers from all
walks of life. Her agency represents a diverse range
of models of different age, size and ethnicity in its
Female, Male and Kids & Teens Divisions. Every
summer, they have modeling workshop classes
for aspiring models. The types of trainings offered
include posture, posing, runway walk, casting/show
preparation, self-esteem/confidence, as well as Do’s
and Don’ts.
Fahari spoke to Nickeeliah about her modeling
agency, in particular and the modeling business, in
general.

IHI Modeling’s Male Model, Courtesy: IHI

About Recruiting models: “Advertisement is one
form, but a lot of times, we get inquiries on a daily
basis as we have model scoot and model calls.”
About the demand for models: “In accordance
with the growth of the fashion industry, there is
definitely a demand for models. Companies need
models to advertise their products, be it clothing,
jewelry or even a car - on the runway or a campaign
project. And, there will always be a little girl out
there, who wants to dress like a model.
About male models: “Male models rarely get as
famous as female models, but the fashion industry,
undoubtedly, needs them, too. Nevertheless, the
number of males is much less than the female one
in the modeling career. It is unfortunate that the
number of male models is much less, compared to
female models. I do notice the same thing within
my agency. The number is 1 to 10. Usually, boys’
childhood dream is to become a doctor, engineer or
fireman, unlike girls - who dress up in Mommy’s
make up and high heels at a very young age. In any
case, we are planning to recruit more male models
in the near future.”

Fahar i /
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Model Rachel McCallum - Courtesy: IHI

About basic training: “The modeling development
school is specifically designed to improve skills and
knowledge for aspiring models (ages 5 and up).
It aims to prepare them for the exciting world of
fashion and become professional and marketable
models. The development class is a four-week
course, where all classes will be taught by some of
the most talented and respected figures in the fashion
industry in D.C, Los Angeles, Miami and New
York. An aspiring model has to take all four classes.
In a bid to enlighten our trainees, we invite models,
designers and make-up artists as guest speakers to
come to a class and share their respective stories.”
About the exciting part of her business: “For me,
personally, it is the relationship with the models that
is always exciting. We are like family -very intimate.
I am happy about that.”

Model Devora Mccoy - Courtesy: IHI

requires the symmetry of the various qualities each
of us are endowed with. Everybody has a calling
in life, although diversity outmatches similarity in
us all. And Nickeeliah’s calling is to contribute her
share to the growth and betterment of the fashion/
modeling industry. We wish her all the best for her
calling to further blossom.

About the challenge: “The challenging part of the
business is making sure that we always get business
and stay noticeable in this industry. We have to keep
up with fashion; and try to be a new face and a new
agency every day.”
About the fashion/modeling business her home
country: “The fashion industry in Jamaica is big.
Caribbean’s oldest international modeling agency,
‘Pulse’ is headquartered Jamaica. It books models
for large scale companies and campaigns”.
Indeed, these and other modeling agencies have
proved to be the backbone of the fashion industry.
To wrap up, we would like to note that fruitful life
12 /
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IHI Models - Courtesy: IHI
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“Politics is not my arena. Music is. Music does
a lot of things to a lot of people. It’s uplifting,
it’s encouraging, it’s strengthening.”
Aretha Franklin, a.k.a. Queen of Soul
(1942-present) African-American singer

“The ancient Ethiopian City Axum and St. Mary
of Tsion are places one shouldn’t miss while
visiting that county. The Church is basically the
Ethiopian equivalent of the Vatican. The Chapel
is believed to be place, where the original Art of
the Covenant is stored.”
Visitor’s Opinion
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FAHARI
QUIPS & TIPS

The late Haimanot Alemu - Actor, Producer, Director, Musician

renditions, Ambassel, Sememen, Chewata, Ililta and
‘The Shepherd with the Flute’ to a well-attended
audience. Joined by three more musicians, Girma
performed a few more pieces that he arranged.
The musicians were Besufekad Tadesse (clarinet),
Christine Kharzian (violin) and Elise Cuffy (cello).
Girma’s latest CD “Love & Peace” entered Billboard
music chart #23.

OUR CONDOLENCES

Haimanot Alemu, Ethiopian actor, producer,
choreographer and singer passed away on September
19, 2014 after a short illness. Haimanot Alemu,
who got his MFA at the University of Minnesota
in the 1960s, has taught theater at the University
of Addis Ababa and other colleges, in addition to
his acting career. The multi-talented Alemu was
a producer and choreographer. He demonstrated
his exceptional talent and skill by directing and
producing stage theaters and movies. Haimanot has
graced a number of events as an Emcee. He used to
sing, accompanying himself with a guitar. Alemu,
in his college years in the U.S., has performed
with American singer, Bob Dylan. Our deepest
sympathies on Haimanot Alemu’s passing!

Pianist Girma’s concert at Bethesda Blues & Jazz

PIANO CONCERT HELD

A concert by world-renowned pianist Girma
Yifrashewa was held on July 31,2014 at the
Bethesda Blues & Jazz Club in Bethesda, MD. The
event also marked the release of Girma’s music CD
entitled “Love & Peace” by Unseen World Records.
Girma performed solo, playing his most favored
14 /
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D. Johanson, antropologist who discovered fossil Lucy

COMMEMORATING 40TH
ANNIVERSARY OF LUCY’S
DISCOVERY

The 40th anniversary, marking the discovery of a
3.2 million-year-old fossil bones of the first human
ancestor will be celebrated at the University of
Arizona in 2015. American Paleoanthropologist
Dr. Donald Johanson discovered the fossil,
Australopithecus Afarensis, believed to be skeleton
of the first human ancestors to walk upright on two
legs in Hadar desert, northern Ethiopia in 1974.
The unearthing of this the fossil, known as Lucy,
sparked the formation of the Institute of Human
Origin (IHO) in 1981. Forty years later, the story of
how Lucy was discovered and why this new species
was so important to understanding how we “became
human” is as engaging as it was then,” a statement
released by the University of Arizona noted.

Paradise Fashion’s Genet K. (2nd from left) at Origin Africa’s show, Nairobi

Genet (middle) with first ladies of Ethiopia (left) and Kenya (right)

ORIGIN AFRICA SHOW CASE 2014
AWARD

Origin Africa awarded its “Designer of the Year
2014 Award” to Ethiopia’s Paradise FashionEthiopia. Founder/CEO of Genet Kebede received
the award at an event, marking the end of a three day
trade fair organized by Origin Africa in line with its
effort to improve African cotton, textile and apparel
trade held in Nairobi, Kenya on November 10,2014
presided by the first ladies of Ethiopia and Kenya,
H.E. Roman Tesfaye and H.E. Margaret Gakuo
Kenyatta, respectively. Origin Africa works towards
attracting industry leaders and international buyers
to Africa, proving that creativity and innovation
are an integral part of the continent’s future. The
2014 Origin Africa Award winner, Paradise Fashion
is an organization, engaged in the production of
contemporary designs, mainly using hand woven
fabrics. In another development, a fashion show,
organized by the International Trade Center (ITC)
on the occasion of the 69th United Nations General
Assembly was held in New York city in September,
2014. The show, aimed at celebrating women’s
economic empowerment and female excellence.

CAPITOL PRESS CLUB CELEBRATES
70 YEARS

The Capitol Press Club celebrated the 70th
anniversary of its founding on December 4,2014.
The star-studded event, under the theme “70
Years in the Black: Telling Our Stories, Pleading
Our Cause” was held at the National Press Club’s
ballroom in Washington D.C. Nine journalists from
the fields of print, broadcast and public relations
were honored;JC Hayward-iconic anchorwoman
WUSA,Dr. Barbara Raynolds-Founding Editor of
USA Today, Joe Madison- talk show host of The
Black Eagle Radio, Sirius/XM, April Ryan-AURN
White House Correspondent, Paul Rock- Journalist,
Denise Rolark Barnes-Publisher of the Washington
Informer, Richard Prince- Columnist-Journal-isms
Maryland Institute and Simon Booker, Editor of Jet.
The Capitol Press Club was founded with a mission
to increase and support the presence and role of
African-Americans in communication.
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FAHARI
OUR SISTERS’ VOICE

Pearlina Designs’ Plus Size models adorned in Jacky’s creations

Sisters 4 Sisters Network, Inc. is a non-profit
organization founded to provide a platform for
women to come together in a powerful networking
environment to share their visions and dreams with
like-minded women. S4SN, Inc. strives to motivate
women toward developing their mind, body and
spirit through social and spiritual collaboration
with each other. Started by 4 sisters in 2002,Peggy
Morris being the Founder/President Peggy Morris,
S4SN, Inc. in the past 12 years has outstretched its
tentacles, acceding to be a powerful networking
group of dynamic business and professional women
with ever-soaring membership presently reaching
over 350 members, including the founder and cofounder of Chase the Dream Culture, Arts & Beauty
and Fahari Magazine. Fahari’s “Our Sisters’ Voice”
column, therefore, aims at introducing the “ladies”
of S4SN, Inc., providing them a platform where
they can share their respective experience in their
professional and personal life with the Magazine’s
readers. S4SN, Inc. is the genuine expression of
many strong, visionary and hard-working mothers
and sisters of diverse professions/ backgrounds.
It is widely believed that plus-size women have
been ignored by the fashion industry for decades
until the early 1940s. The United States of America
is a country, where more women report wearing
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a size 16 dress than those, who wear a size 2 or 0
combination. Over 50 per cent of women in the
U.S. wear a size 12 or larger. Most of them do not
fit into small size clothing seen on runway models.
In this regard, the need to develop clothing lines
that cater to customers who wear sizes 14 and
up was felt. Manufacturers were not interested
in engaging themselves in the plus size industry,
because they find large size clothes more difficult
and expensive to make, compared to smaller sizes.
The New York Times published a report stating that
not only does larger fashion require more material,
but also different production process, emphasizing
that using wider bolts of fabric can require special
machinery. But over the years, the market for plussize fashion has grown tremendously. The industry
represents billions of retail revenue and accounts 67
percent of apparel purchasing industry. In a bid to
further discuss this topic, Fahari Our Sisters’ Voice
column will introduce you with a fashion designer,
who specializes in Plus Size Fashion.
Her name is Jacqueline Chase Hudson. Born
in Brandy wine, Maryland, she began sewing
when she was 12 years of age without any formal
training as a seamstress. “I was blessed to be from
a family of seamstress”, Jacqueline says. “Both
my grandmothers, as well as my mother had the

Pearlina Designs’ Plus Size models showcasing Jacky’s creations

Stylist Jacqueline C. Hudson with Children

gift of sewing. I was only 12 years old when my
mother left a piece of fabric out, intended for a
client. As soon as Mommy left home to the store,
I took that material, cut and sewed it into a lovely
skirt before she returned”. That was the very day
Mother decided to assure I had everything needed
to continue my journey into the world of fashion
designing. Jacqueline continued using her talent to
create custom clothing both for women and men. She
also owned and operated a home-based business that
catered for women’s and men’s everyday fashion,
and a men’s clothing store, that provided ready-towear/tailor-made men’s suits and fine custom dress
shirts.

Most of all, Jacqueline is known for her exceptional
passion to create couture, plus-sized pieces for
women, seamlessly transforming internal vision into
splendid works of art. Being a plus-sized woman
herself, lack of beautiful, well-fitting garments
when shopping for herself was the reason for
Jacqueline’s inspiration to start creating garments
tailored to curvaceous and full-figured women.
“I knew this was the time to realize my long-time
dream to engage myself in designing clothing. And
my gift has afforded me the opportunity to expand
my business into Bridal, Menswear and Couture
Sewing for Women.” Obsessed with creating
flattering and fabulous designs, Jacqueline started
a couture clothing line, catering to the needs of the
plus-sized woman giving her the style, elegance and
timeless sophistication that every woman desires,
regardless of body shape.
In addition to her designing career, Jacqueline is
driven to encourage and motivate other women
through speaking engagements and workshops.
Jacqueline talked to FAHARI about this and other
topics related to her career.
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FAHARI: Some publications, such as the New
York Times published facts, that larger fashion, not
only requires more material, with the use of wider
bolts of fabric, requiring special machinery and
different production process. What is your personal
experience in this regard?
JACQUELINE: Yes, in most cases when producing
Plus Size garments it does require more fabrics
because of the size differences, and it is easier to
cut garments on wider width fabrics. The special
production process that is being referred to is the
machinery width process that must be changed to
accommodate the width for the cut of the garments
being produced.
FAHARI: Tell us a little bit about your empowerment
project “Empowering Changes”?
JACQUELINE: I started ‘Empowering Changes’
in 2008 with a goal to empower women to a place
of self-fulfillment; to empower, encourage and
transition the lives of women in mind, body and
spirit. In addition, the organization was started due
to the low self-esteem I, myself, dealt with in my
first marriage and the verbal and mental abuse I
allowed for many years before I had the courage to
leave that abusive marriage.
FAHARI: You donated a portion of the proceeds of
the Pearlina Designs’ October-2014 fashion show to
support domestic violence awareness project/s. Any
particular reason to support victims of domestic
violence?
JACQUELINE: As mentioned earlier, as a
domestic violence survivor, I am committed to
show support to those, who are determined to fight
it in every way I can.
FAHARI: You have frequently traveled to different
Caribbean countries. How do you assess Caribbean
women’s taste for fashion?
JACQUELINE: Yes, I have traveled to Jamaica,
Bahamas, Barbados and Puerto Rico. The fashion
designs are quite different in those countries versus
America. To have designs constructed in the
Caribbean countries is much less than America.
According to my observation, women in the
Caribbean love to dress up far more than women in
America. Caribbean women take every opportunity
to dress in formal attire; they love to feel feminine,
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sexy and noticed wearing the latest fashion statement
available within their country.
FAHARI: This column you are featured in,
exclusively promotes Sisters 4 Sisters Network,
Inc. What did you benefit from being a member of
S4SN, Inc.?
JACQUELINE: Joining the Sisters 4 Sisters
Network, Inc. has been one of the proudest moments
of my business decisions, thus far. This group of
women is not just about sitting around complaining
or gossiping. Whenever we meet, it is about trying
to find how we can help, each other and help other
Sisters that can benefit from what we are doing. We
support other groups, knowing that when we give, it
will be given back to us.
Pearlina Designs is the name Jacqueline chose
for her company, a combination of two names,
her mother Pearl and her grandmother, Everlina’s.
Pearlina’s designs not only are for the everyday
working woman, but known for their lavish couture,
luxurious wedding and bridal party attire; garments
suited to the most elegant gala. The company also
provides image and style consulting services, as
well as runway shows.
Pearlina Designs’ Fall 2014 Collection
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The Black Movie Going Experience

A Critique of three Black movies - As Presented
by Anthony T. Browder

By: Gregory A. Thomas
“The critical importance of a well defined
consciousness (or lack of one) will determine what
movies we see, why we see them and why we
don’t.” This was the basis of a thought-provoking
presentation by Anthony T. Browder at the Thurgood
Marshall Center in Washington D.C. in March, 2014.
An author, researcher and cultural historian on topics
pertaining to African and African American history
and culture, Browder shared his thoughts and analysis
of black drama films, particularly, those about slavery
and segregation that may, “..subconsciously prevent
or discourage us from wanting to see them.” He
emphasized that we have been socialized to dislike
black historical movies these primary reasons. One:
History is not important; Two: I am tired of hearing
about slavery and segregation; Three: I want to go
to a movie to forget and laugh; Four: These types of
films will make me angry.”

Quoting the Roman philosopher Cicero who said,
“To not know what happened before one was born is
to always remain a child,” Professor Browder added.
“To not know what happened before your ancestors
were enslaved is to remain spiritually, emotionally
and psychologically enslaved.” Maintaining that
“...if we only knew the true history of the oldest
human beings on the planet and taught that truth to
our children, they would have a greater respect for
our history and develop a passion for engaging in
the practice of ‘Retroactive Remembrances.”

Focusing on comedies, particularly black comedies,
as our chosen alternative to black dramas;“...if it
makes us laugh and forget about our pain and fears,
then that comedy will be a hit”, Browder asserted,
even though he did admit that comedy can be a
therapeutic... means of escape. “Laughter causes the
mind to disengage from thoughts of fear or failure”,
he explains. In spite of all the drama in the black
community at the end of 2013, the first movie of the
new year to gross over $100M (and was number one
at the box office in America for three consecutive
weeks was) Ride Along, which starred Ice Cube and
Kevin Hart. He builds his case by examining other
black films in Hollywood released in 2014 grossing
the following: Ride Along grossed $92,698,470 in its
first three weeks; Mandela $8,141,08 in ten weeks
and 12 Years a Slave $45,850,559 in 16 weeks.
These two movies, combined grossed $54M in 16
weeks, in comparison to Ride Along grossing $107
Million in just four weeks.

Browder referenced the late psychologist Amos
Wilson, who referred to the power of ‘Retroactive
Remembrances’ because, “An act does not end at
the end of its occurrence, but continues to move
down through the ages affecting generation after
generation.” Browder contended that “Film is
art and the art of film making is one of the most
powerful forms of mental and emotional propaganda
ever created. In the right hands, film can be used
to enrich and empower minds.” In this context,
he examined how 12 Years a Slave, Mandela and
Mandela and The Butler, released same year,
could be seen as a viable means of empowerment
by the black movie going audience. Browder’s
overall critique of 12 Years a Slave was that “it was
an incredible movie, well made and extremely well
acted” that received international, acclaim. Winning
Oscars for best picture, best supporting actress and
best adapted screenplay, the movie is the first best
picture winner directed by an African-American

Cultural Historian Anthony Browder
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with a predominately African cast. Based on the
autobiography of Solomon Northrop, the movie
depicts the story of a freed slave lured from his home
in Syracuse N.Y. to Washington, D.C where his
identity was stolen and was, then sold into bondage.
Director Steve McQueen, a British of Trinidadian
and Grenadian descent, chose to be involved in this
movie on slavery in America to honor the legacy of
his African and Trinidadian ancestors. “Are we too
embarrassed and ashamed to tell our own stories?”
Browder asked. “Why are we not interested in
Africa and the plight of Africans here in America?”
He acknowledged that 12 Years A Slave has
produced immediate benefits since its release in
October 2013.” The book has sold more copies in
four months than it did in 160 years; it was # 1 on
the New York Times E-book Best Seller’s List and
has been slated for inclusion in the U.S. high school
curriculum beginning Fall, 2014. The film and study
guide will be used to introduce future generations
of African-Americans with their ancestral history,
simultaneously educating all students. Browder
affirmed that, “...mastering our history has the
potential of freeing us of the shame associated with
slavery, thus enabling us to recognize the strength
that allowed us to survive those terrible times when
our historical memories were erased.”
In his critique of Mandela: A Long Walk to
Freedom, Browder declared: “It is a good looking
film, which has the writing, acting and production of
a Tyler Perry movie..” Highlighting one of the main
weaknesses of the movie, he stated that it, “glossed
over much of Mandela’s life leaving too many
questions unanswered” and expressed concern that
Mandela’s memory will be exploited just as Martin
Luther King’s has been.” Browder makes the link
between the re-engineering of historical facts by the
powerful (to ensure that they remain in power) by
asserting that the movie serves as a historical and
cinematic bridge between 12 Years a Slave and The
Butler.
The Butler storyline tracks the life of a child of
Jim Crow South to adulthood, as he is trained as
a servant and eventually becomes a professional
butler. Having mastered his craft, he is invited to ply
his trade in the White House, where he served eight
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U.S. Presidents. Browder gives the movie high
marks, ranking it on par with 12 Years a Slave as,
“a magnificent piece of film making.” He found the
acting, writing and direction flawless, and further
commented that Oprah Winfrey was deserving of an
Oscar nod but was slighted by the Academy.
Wrapping up his presentation, Professor Browder
stressed the critical need for people of African
descent to study our own history, document our
stories and teach our children to become critical
thinkers!” He suggested that,“. . we watch films
with our children; dramas and comedies, so they
will be prepared to analyze movies, become
critical consumers of media content and defend the
memories of their ancestors.”
After personally viewing all three movies, I, the
writer of this article acknowledge not being anxious
to see 12 Years A Slave, but am well aware how
important it was to do so. But after viewing the
movie, I felt a profound appreciation for what
our ancestors were subjected to and gratitude for
their resilience. I also identified with, and had an
appreciation for, the struggles of our South African
brethren and our struggle for civil rights here in
America.
The contributor, Gregory Thomas is research
assistant at the Institute of Karmic Guidance.
The founder of IKG is Anthony T. Browder. Also
Director of the Asa Restoration Project, which
is excavating the 25th dynasty toms of a Kushite
priest named Karakhamun in Luxor, Egypt,
Anthony Browder is the author the of Nile Valley
Contributions to Civilization and many other
books. Browder has led study tours to Egypt since
1987. You can follow Anthony Browder’s progress
at www.asarestorationproject.com and visit
www.ikg-info.com for further details.
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YOUR EYES - THE WINDOWS
TO YOUR HEALTH
By Renee Bovelle (PhD)

Most of you have heard the saying: “Your eyes
are the windows to your soul.” But, your eyes are,
actually, the windows to your health! The human eye
is a unique organ that enables the ophthalmologist
to see inside the human body without distortion.
Many systemic illnesses such as diabetes, cancer,
auto-immune disorders (when the body’s defense
system attacks healthy tissue), arthritis, high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, multiple sclerosis and
HIV/AIDS can cause early changes in the eyes. Of
course, other ocular conditions such as pyterigium
(a white fleshy growth across the cornea), glaucoma,
styes, mascular degeneration (deterioration of the
central retina resulting in severe blurry vision),
presbyopia (need for reading glasses), astigmatism
(blurry vision distance and near due to imperfection
on cornea curvature), and cataract (clouding of
the lens), computer vision syndrome and dry eye
syndrome are treated by an ophthalmologist as well.
Any person of any age should have an eye exam.
There is no such thing as being too young, too old or
too healthy for an eye exam. In this brief note, I will
take a closer look at Cataracts and its treatment.
Cataracts is a naturally-occurring process that
leads to clouding of the lens of the eye. Anyone can
be affected by Cataracts. In addition to offering
advanced cataract surgery, ophthalmologists can
provide baby boomers with a number of lens
solutions. Multifocal intra-ocular lens implants
(IOL) allow the patients to see better at near,
intermediate and far distances, thus significantly
reducing the dependency on reading glasses. The
number of patients, who, post-operatively, are able
to see all three ranges of vision without the need for
glasses is overwhelming.

Dr. Renee Bovelle

The Contributor, Dr. Renee Bovelle is a boardcertified ophthalmologist and has performed
thousands of LASIK, laser, ophthalmic, cataract
and BOTOX® procedures. Her commitment to
excellence in ophthalmic training and surgical
technique, coupled with her expertise with state-ofthe-art technology, has enabled Dr. Bovelle to earn
her patients’ confidence and trust. She offers both
non-surgical and surgical treatments to enhance
and rejuvenate her patients. Dr. Bovelle’s practice
emphasizes disease prevention, wellness and patient
education.
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Some Adinkra symbols with meanings

BB King at the 43rd Annual Grammy Award with 2 Grammys

Adinkra Symbols

B.B. - The “King of Blues”

Adinkra symbols are named after King Adinkra
of Ivory Coast (present day Cote D’Ivoire) in the
early 19th century. Each Adinkra symbol has a name
and meaning. Symbols are still used with some
Adinkra cloth in Ghana being specifically used for
funeral dress. The people revere their ancestors, the
mourning robes printed with the sacred symbols
show expression of respect. The word Adinkra
means “farewell”. So, the weaving of the mourning
robe is a way to say good by to the departed. There
are several types of Adinkra cloth, some worn by
tribal chiefs. Bright-colored cloth, called Kwasida,
stamped with symbols and tied with togas, is worn
for more festive events.

B.B. King, African-American Blues singer/guitarist,
the most recognizable and influential artist of his
genre is known for his musical career that spans
over half a century. Born Riley B. King in Itta Bena,
Mississippi on September 16,1925, the 15-time
Grammy award-winning musician is widely known
as “King /Ambassador of the Blues”. He started off
his career as a disc jockey in Memphis-Tennessee,
where he got his nickname B.B from - a shortened
version for the “Beale Street Blues Boy”. During
the past 5 decades, B. B. King has proved to be a
top blues performer, who logged between 200-300
shows a year, in addition to his significant role as
consolidator of blues styles and a primary model
for rock guitarists. Now 89, the Blues legend is
known for his regal tone, accompanying himself
with his hollow body guitar. A museum named after
B.B King opened its doors in 2008 in Indianola,
Mississippi.
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Sketch of Harar-born slave Malik Ambar

East African Slave Trade
The East African Slave Trade is the name given to
the slave trade that transported Africans from the
east coast of Africa to Western Asia (Middle East)
and westwards across the Indian Ocean to South
Asia. Unlike slave traders in West Africa, these
traders dealt with small numbers of slaves, as few
as ten at a time. The slave trade was conducted by
Muslim Arab traders, and a few Indians were directly
involved, although Indian bankers financed slave
raids. The East African slave trade increased in the
late eighteenth century. As many as 3,000 African
slaves were brought to South Asia per year, mainly
to work on coffee and sugar plantation on the Indian
Ocean islands of Mauritius and Reunion. There are
evidences that Africans were living in India as slaves
and free individuals as early as the 13th century. They
worked as soldiers, sailors, traders, bodyguards and
concubines. Africans living among communities on
the west coast of India were called Sidis, and those

living in the interior were referred to as Habashi.
They are tall and well-built with brown or wheat
skin complexion. Some East Africans, despite being
enslaved, occupied position of power. One of these
was Malik Ambar, born in Harar, Ethiopia and sold
as a slave (1549-1626). Today, Indians of African
descent live in many parts of India. They still
suffer disadvantages of being former slaves; small
communities with poor living conditions. They no
longer speak African languages, nor do they identify
themselves as descendants of Africa. But, in areas
where Sidis live, they perform African-style dances
during celebrations or ceremonies.
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The late Ali Farka Toure

Ali “Farka” Toure (1939-2006)
He was one of Mali’s legends, whose music’s start
propulsion and its hints of electric blues made
him a star on the world music circuit. The late Ali
“Farka” Toure, a renowned musician/singer known
for merging West African traditions with Blues and
carrying his music to a worldwide audience. Born in
Niafunke, northwestern Mali, Toure was winner of
two Grammy awards for his 1994 album, “Talking
Timbuktu” with American guitarist Ry Cooder and
his 2005 album with Malian Griot Toumani Diabate,
entitled “In the Heart of the Moon”. Toure was not
born into a musical dynasty. But he taught himself
to play the njurkle,a one-stringed West African lute,
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the n’jarka, a one-stringed fiddle and the n’goni, a
four-stringed lute. Toure toured the United States,
Europe and Japan and forged connections between
the hypnotic modal riffs of Malian songs and the
driving one-chord boogie of African-American
Blues man like John Lee Hooker (1917-2001),
mingling the plucked patterns of traditional songs
with the lead-guitar lines of rock. Toure’s lyrics
represented the conscience of a community, honor
the past and act virtuously. Toure sang in various
West African languages including his own Sonrai,
as well as Bambara, Peul, Songhai, Tamasheck. He
was admired for the strength and commitment he
demonstrated in his life, why he was nicknamed
“Farka” (meaning “donkey”, an animal praised
for its tenacity). Considered a national hero in his
country, Mali, Ali “Farka” Toure died in 2006.
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